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Absenteeism High

More Schools Close As Flu Epidemic Spreads
ATLANTA (UPI)-The Hong
Kong flu, spreading with unusual
speed, invaded more states Monday and health officials indicated
this epidemic season probably
will be the worst since a double
wave of Asian flu took 60,000 lives
in 1957.
More schools and col~eges in
nearly every region of the natior were forced to close Monday.
and businesses were crippled by
high absenteeism. Police :md fire
departments reported many personnel wet·e calling in sick.

Classes have not been officialiy
cancelled at UNM or any public
school in the Albuquerque m·e:1.
Hospitals were curtailing viBitir,g hours and there was heavy
ah~enteeism among government
'.vorkers.
Vice President Hubert HumphJ'ey was among the latest flu victims. He was forced to cancel a
scheduled visit to Los Angeles
because of the ailment.
The National Communicable Disease Center (NODC) in Atlanta
added four more states to its lists

At New York College

of states struck by the Hong the Hong Kong virus has struck
Kong flu or flu-like illnesses. The almost simultaneously all over
new states were Wyoming, the nation, the NCDC said.
Maine, Massachusetts and Neb"This probably has to do with
raska, bringing to 34 the number the marked difference in this
in which influenza activity ha~ strain from previous strains of
been reported.
A2 (Asian flu) that have occurThe NCDC noted the Hong red," the spokesman said.
Kong flu was occurring in almost
"We still don't know the ex·every region of the nation at tent to which it will occur," he
about the same time, which is said, "or what the mortality rate
unusual," a spokesman said. In will be."
past outbreaks of the Asian flu,
"lt probably will not be as
the virus tended to spread from severe
as the 1957 outbreak, but
West to East, or the reverse, but
we don't know yet."
In 1957 the Asian flu struck in
this country for the first time,
hitting first in October and returning again in December. The
NCDC reported 60,000 flu-related
deaths that year.
Pharmaceutical houses were
rushing the manufacture of nearCouncil acted to approve the re- ly 19 million doses of vaccine but
port of its Committee on Curri- it generally was not available at
culum and Teaching, which twice doctors' offices except to aged
voted against ROTC's present
status, first 7-5, and then 9-4.
The second vote was taken when
the Department of Military Science complained that it lacked
representation on the committee.

ROTC Credit 1-lalt Asked
By STEVE SIMON
Observation Post
City College of New Y01·k, N.Y.
- The Faculty Council of the
College's liberal arts school voted
last night, 29-17-2, to cease the
granting of credits to students in
the Reserve Officers Training
Corps (ROTC).
However, President Buell G.
Gallagher, who spoke for retention of credits during the meeting, said afterwards that the vote
was actually only "a recommendation to the Board of Higher
Education (BHE), which can either approve or disapprove."
"There can be no change in the
academic arrangement," he said,
because this year's bulletin lists

:..

the course as having credit value
and because of an obligation to
those students currently enrolled
in the program.
The faculty vote, in effect, repudiated a clause of the contract
he has signed with the Department of the Army requiring the
College "to grant appropriate
academic credit applicable toward
graduation for successful completion of (ROTC) courses."
He said he didn't believe either
party would hold the other to
literal 12-month notice" which
is required to terminate the contract.
The College, he said, would only
approach the Army if the BHE
upholds the faculty's action. The
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Old Resurrectioners
Build 'Majority City'
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SELMA, Ala. (CPS) - Last
summer, hunderds of Negroes,
Mexican-Americans, Indians and
poor whites spent three months in
Washington's Lincoln Park. They
built their own city-Resurrection City U.S.A.-and hundreds
came to "tell the world that America must share her wealth with
all her people if she expect'S to
survive."
Now, just outside Selma in
Booker Childrey, a small group of
whites and Negroes have set up
the second Resurrection City, this
time a permanent one. It is being
built on ten acres of land donated
to a group called Refugees of
Resurrection City.
The Refugees are people who
were left homeless after police
closed Resurrection City in July.
Many of the Poor People's Campaigners had been sharecroppers
or tenant farmers before they
went to Washington or demonstrated in their own towns in the
South.
Many landlords would not allow
these workers to return to their
"homes" after they had participated in the campaign, so they
were left homeless.
A group spent nearly three
months in the woods of Virginia,
but when the weather turned cold
and their food supply dwindled
they became desperate. Finally a
Selma black woman, Mrs. Amelia
-Boynton, gave the group ten

acres of land and an option to buy
another 350 acres.
The land designated for the
city is nearly surrounded by a
black community of about 5,000
people. Ray Robinson-a spokesman for the group-says he is
confident the Refugees (who have
dropped that title since they have
a new homesite) will win the support of the community.
"The city will be a city of love,"
he said, "open to the whole community - all races, creeds, and
colors.''
Architecture Planned
The final architectural structure for the city houses has been
planned, and work has been begun
on them. At the present the small
group of campaigners who have
already moved onto the land are
sheltered in an old abandoned
shack that still stands from years
back.
The group has suffered many
setbacks--snubs and roadblocks
from local banks and -businesses
with whom they have tried to
deal, a minor brushfire on the
land which lasted several hours.
But their work is continuing.

Sick Boy Ronald
Ronald Ripple; former UNM
student, had the unique distinction of having 46 communicable
diseases during his first semester
as a sophomore.

·Vol. 72

persons and those with chronic
ailments.
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We have fashions to pamper you . . . and great
Christmas goodies.
2937 Monte Vista N.E.
(on the triangle)

Country Bam

Every Monday & Tuesday
Special
For Those Chilly Days
HOT BOWL OF CHILl
New Mexico Style
ONLY

Want Ads
FOR SALE
RECORDS new stereo, $2 ea. cartridge
tape ·pJayer w/speakers, s.. track, new
$40. Tapes new. Ladies size 10 brown
blazer. Ladies sire 9 blue trench coat
w/zlp In lining. Men's White Stag green
ski jacket size 38. Bcnrus Swiss wateh
$10. Instamatic Camera. 842-8056.
SONY PORTABLE stereo tape recorder
TC200. Best Offer. 842·5342.
WOODEN YOU? Hand carved boxes,
Teakwood trays, Ebony letter openers
and chess sets, wild wooden chests. Bo
Tree, 2218 Central S.E.
OLD ROLL-TOP DESK, good condition,
$110. Bo Tree, 2218 Central S.E.
242-2018.
HAND-TOOLED wide leather watch banda,
wide leather bellll with big brass buckles. The Bo Tree, 2218 Central S.E.
PERSONALS
SCIENTOLOGY
You can be happy
again. Come to an introductory lecture
Tues. & Thur11. 7:30 p.m.; Sat. 3:00
p.m. 613 San Mateo NE, 256..0880.
MANUSCRIPTS submitted for Thunderbird may be picked up Mon., Wed,. Fri.,
9:30-11:30, 12:30.2:30 or Tues. & Thurs.
9:00-1:00 Journallstn Bldg.
HELPI-·Aibuqucrquc Job Corps Women
need reading material. Old magazines.
books, ete., should be left in the Lobo
office. Or call Jan 277-4202, 1·3 Mon.•
Thurs.
WANTED - Riders to Salt Lake City,
Leave Dec. 20 or 21, call 265-1178 after
12:00 p.m.
NOTICE COEDS Girl, 19, wants to
share your apartment and expenses,
near UNM campus. Pleal!e call 298·8806.
WOULD you believe • , • SCUBA DIVING
during Chrisbnall vacation at Las V cgas,
Nevada 1 Call: Seth, 842-BOH; la!!t
chsn~..e ~~ 19.
I HAVE a ring far her finger, a ribbon f<>r
her hair. or a grooVie Christmas goodie.
Sign of the Pampered Maiden, 2937
Monte Vista NE on the Triangle),
GIVE your folks READERS DIGEST for
Christmas. It's cheap--only $1.99 a year
--&every month they will rentEtnber your
December kindness. Go by the American
Bank of Commerce in the SUB.
MISCELLANEOUS
FOR YOUR Christmas grooming try the
College Inn Barbershop, 303 Ash N.E.
242-0003.
FOR RENT
WANTED, coed to share my large luxury
apt. $55 mo. Including ntllitlcs. Privacy
and your own rdrigerator. Walking distance to UNM. 842-9277.
SERVICES
TYPING-Term Papm, theses, ete. 2688908. 600 Kentucky, S.E.
MIMEOGRAPHING-all kinds - rcporl.llprogrnmo • letters - CHRISTMAS LET·
TERS - notices of ntcetinga .. lessons.
l'rompt-effieient-real!Onable. Call 2667373.
ROOM & BOARD
UNM STUDENTS-PARK WITH USModern nccomodations with a Jarge parking lot. 243-2881.

No Limit On Orders
Eat in our large dining room or take it home

Look for the Yell ow Roof

-

2400 Central SE across from campus
Extra parking in rear
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STUMPED?

If you yhave a problem
regarding your curriculum
or your career • • •
consult

,..o·•LLC\:::7
~ t-- E - l.R .. E. R
lf..-A t:

'-

COUNSELING SERVICE

~

AMjFM/FM/ STEREO
MUSIC SYSTEM

SOUND by

ONLY $199.95
-COMPLETEI

Margherita M. Henning Ph.D.
Office Hours by Appointment

124 Washington SE

!

Phone 265-8288

!I
~

Noar lho University
3011 Monte VIsta ~~95

!
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'Put These Toys Back On The Shelf. Nobody Wants Them This Year, Either.'
\.

----------~--~--
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WAYNE CIDDIO
Managing Editor

ROBERT BURTON
Editor-in-Chief

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202

The New Mexico Lobn Is publl,hed
daily every regular week of the Univer·
sity year by the Board of Student Publications of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquurque, New
Mexico, 87106. Subscription rate is $5
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of ·The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Unl·
varsity of New Mexico.

Social Frustration Eased
By Marriage Experiments
By DAN BUCHAN

The Sunflower

Lobo Review

W. B. Carson: 'The Betrayal'
" ••. Nixon's the one ••• !"

Peace
on

Earth

By MARIA GARCIA
The war in Viet Nam has been
the source of a great deal of controversy, both in the United
States and aboard, yet, to date,
no one has been able to objectively analyze the situation and suggest a viable, positive alternative
to the war.
"The Betrayal," by William R.
Corson, retired combat Marine officer, is frighteningly reminiscent
of the journalistic accounts of
Eugene Burdick and William
Lederer in "The Ugly American,"
and "A Nation of Sheep." However, whereas these two books
could be dismissed as overly-dramatic journalistic accounts of
some rather awkward and embarrassing situations in which the
United States has found itself in
the past, "The Betrayal" must be
acknowledged as a valid indictment of U.S. policy in VietNam,
by a man who is not only an expert on Asia, but who was also
in a position of leadership in
Viet Nam. From this vantage
point, Corson speaks of the people and of the political situation
with true understanding of the
problem. He doesn't simply condemn the actions of the American
government, but carefully analStates and abroad, yet, to date,
for failure, and finally, Corson
goes on to suggest some reasonable means of resolving the problems.
"The Betrayal" deals primarily
with the war of pacification in
Viet Nam, because according to
Corson, this is the crux of the entire situation. At the Honolulu
Conference in February of 1966,
it was decided that, along with
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Credibility Gap
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To 'l'be Editor:
There is no doubt that The Lobo is suffering from a "credibility
gap" of its own, ever since it
ceased to be an objective reporter
of eampus news and became instead a tabloid for Radical Rush.
In so doing, it has lost its effectiveness. The reader well knows
what The Lobo's position will be
on any given issue, even before
he picks up a copy. We know in
tiresome detail that Rob Burton
doesn't like the war in VietNam
(he killed the Juggler while telling us so). We know that he
wanted "due process" for Wright,
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STAFF

NEWS EDITOR
CAMPUS EDITOR
WIREEmTOR
NIGHT EDITORS
STAFF WRITERS
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SALES REPRESENTATIVES
REVIEW EDITOR
CARTOONISTS
PHOTOGRAPHERS
BUSINESS SUPERVISOR
ADVERTISING MANAGER
CAMPUS CIRCULATION
MAILING

I

the military escalation of the war,
which was to occur at that time,
a social revolution would also be
staged. Since that time the war
of rural pacification has unsuccessfully been waged in South
Viet Nam, because as Colonel
Corson states, "The pursuit of
victory in Viet Nam through the
so-called stTategy of escalation
has conspired with a variety of
other forces to literally make the
other war, (pacification), unwinnable."
One of the primary causes
which Corson gives for Viet Cong
strength is the complicity of the
Vietnamese peasants. Not only do
the peasants sympathize with the
Viet Cong cause, but they actively aid them in their efforts. Due
to the mismanagement of the war
of pacification, and the use of
such things as herbicides for
counterinsurgency weapons, the
United States has almost completely alienated the people of
South Viet Nam to the point
where they are either apathetic
to U.S. efforts, or they switch
sides altogether.
Corson goes on to point out
how the U.S., has brought about
an increase in the amount of graft
and corruption in the Saigon government. He also points out the
unfortunate willingness of the
U.S. to acquiesce to the demands
of the Saigon government for the
sake of political expediency.
The ultimate folly of U.S. actions is presented as Corson decribes "birdwatching" in "Westy's
Aviary." Over and above the
usual "hawks" and "doves" who
visit Viet Nam there are: Vul
tures, alias defense scientists;

Grant Harvey
Sarah Laidlaw
Grace Arnett
Scott Sandlin, Anne O'Brien
George Campbell, Gay Cook, Joy Hart, Steve LaPrade,
Pat McCraw, Anne O'Brien, Shannon Robinson, .Scott
Sandlin, Sandra Schauer, Susan Smith, Susan Craig,
Jack Austin, Bill Guthrie, David Hutson
·David Baldridge, Chuck Ramsey, Chuck Reynolds
Stephen M. Part
Mike Algiers, Sam Hepford, Pat Trujillo
Tony Louderbough, Bob Lager
Richard Pfaff
Richard McDonald
Grant Harvey
David Baker

Cooper, and Russell (and, now
that they got "due process,"
doesn't want it after all). We
know through endless repetition
that The Lobo favors the domain
of Radical Rush at the Left (to
the point of printing a two-part
editorial by non-students Mr. and
Mrs. Kennedy).
Come on, Mr. Burton, let's be a
little more objective in your handling of campus news. UNM has
r e c en t 1 y achieved something
which the great majority of U.S.
universities lack-student representation on faculty committees.
While perhaps unspectacular, this
is the stuff of which real Student Power is made - and felt.
Drag your attention away from
three students lying on their
backs and kicking their heels on
the NROTC field and look around
you at what is happening at your
own university.
Raymond L. Puffer

Obscene Instruction
To The Editor:
I hope you will give me this
opportunity to reply to a letter
by Stephen Rodefer which was
in reaction to a letter of mine
printed in the Monday, Dec. 2

Lobo.
It is not at all contradictory to

••

mention killing with equality and
ideals, on the contrary they seem
to go quite well together. It is
for the right of national self determination that Ho Chi Minh
fights Western imperialism in
Southeast Asia. It was for the
right of su:cvival and respect for

the parrots, or hardwar-producing
American industrialists; the magpies who clearly reflect the managers of the various defense agencies; woodpeckers under the
disguise of social. scientists, who
are attempting to turn VietNam
into their own Sherwood Forest;
and finally Corson describes the
hummingbirds or friends of the
president, who undertake "special" missions for fir,sthand reports.
Despite the sweeping indictment of U.S. in Viet Nam, Corson
gives reason for hope as he suggests several possible alternatives to the war. However, it is
first necessary for the American
people as a whole to objectively
analyze the situation, for at this
point it appears that the American public really is not aware of
what U.S. policy is, and what the
implications are. Even Congressmen, who Corson described as
dodo birds, and government officials, are not fully aware, as the
former Marine officer referred to
Congressional fact-finding missions to Viet Nam as comparable
to the "factfinding visit of the
Savannah Ladies Aid Society to
a Georgia Prison Farm, and the
script which was read to them
was a parody on Dick and Jane.''
When there is an understanding of U.S. policy, it will be possible to consider the question
raised by Mao Tse-Tung in 1926
when he asked: "Who are our
enemies? Who are our friends?"
When the answer to this question
is realized, it will then be possible
to devise a means of changing
that which can be changed, and
of efficiently coping with those
things which cannot be changed.
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Letters are welcome, and should
be no longer than 250 words typewritten, double spaced. Name, tcl.,.
phone number and nddrl!lls moat be
included, although name wiD be
withheld upon request.

the dignity of man that the U.S.
entered the World War II against
one of the greatest idealists of
them all.
I know many people who fought
in WW II. I can assure you they
didn't enjoy what they were doing, but I am thankful they had
the opportunity and intestinal
fortitude to learn their "obscene
instruction" well. I am sorry to
say that t1lose who didn't learn
I do not know today.
To censor these ideas is not to
produce greater purity in the
human soul, it is to ignore the
crimes though the language may
be pure.
Stephen Olson
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To The Editro:
I am in the Navy stationed in
Hawaii. I had the privilege of attending a basketball game last
night between the University of
Hawaii ]lnd UNM. I just wanted
to say it was a very thrilling
game, lots of action.
My being from Carlsbad makes
it easy for you to see where my
loyalty was. I was glad to see us
win. I just wanted to commend
the guys for playing the fine game
they did.
I haven't seen too many home
state teams down here, but its
always nice to have them come.
Lets hope they do just as well
·
tonight.
Terry J:,, Ribn
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii
,
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College Junior
Weds Professor

___,.___

We feature
exciting
petites
for the
sophisticated
co-ed
Come by soon
we think you
will agree

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (CPS)Don A. Orton, 50, the president of
Lesley College, and Leslie Ellen
Feuer, 20, of Teaneck, N.J., a
junior at the college, were married Nov. 18 in Las Vegas, a college spokesman recently said.
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something to be expected and
eventually faced.
Adults and parents ask if morals are "breaking down" with today's students. The students,
meanwhile, question a morality
which shows the divorce rate increasing from an average of 2.2
per thousand in 1961 to 2.5 in
1965. Unofficial figu,res show an
even higher increase from 1966 to
1968. It's not a question of whether morals are breaking down,
but one of whether they should
ever have "stood up." The Puritan
ethics of the past are placing a
great strain on the students of
today with the advent of the "nuclear age" and the "population
explosion."
The students' experiment with
living together is an attempt at
remedying some of the inadequacies of the present "system."
To condemn their actions without
offering any alternatives is not
enough to them. "Concern" is not
enough. :Workable "solutions" are
needed, and that is what they are
searching for. ·

Does it really matter if a man finds God?
Or how man finds God if he finds Him?

Yes, it matters .•. very much. Man must have God
to help him make his life meaningful. But it is confusing
with everyone shouting 1'This way to God/'
If you are confused accept our invitation to study some
of the major religions, cults, and sects on Sunday morning at 9:30. The course, using the book "So What's the
Difference?'', starts on January 5th.
Come one time or for all thirteen lessons.
We have fashions to pamper you . . . and great
Christmas goodies.

College and Career Dept.
of First Baptist Church Youth Center
123 Broadway, S.E.

2937 Monte Vista N.E.
(on the triangle)

I
DOWIITOWII • NOB HILL • WIIIROCI
'Fhree Q11tditg Store•

Great for
Gift Giving

Open Dally 10·7
Sunday 12·7

OLD TOWN- OFF THE PLAZA

Di~7909
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Ride to the Gome!
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Lobo Fan

through school? I don't think I'd
let her; I'd quit first."
Many sociologist'S generally believe that more male and female
students are living together than
ever before and that the trend
will most likely continue. It is
difficult to obtain accurate statistics regarding this, and some
authorities believe that they
•would not necessarily indicate
that more students were practicing this form of living, anyway.
They claim that the only positive
increase that the statistics might
indicate would be in the number of
students who are willing to admit
it.
Regional studies have indicated
that Midwestern students are perhaps somewhat more con'l!ervative
than other sections of the country in their practices. It was
found that students in the Midwe!'tt more often prefer to maintain
separate apartments, or dwellings
for the purpose of maintaining a
public "facade." For all practical
purposes, they might just as well
be living together for the only
purpose one of the apartments
usually serves is that of a "storage" area.
Twenty years ago, society would
have condemned anyone who either admitted to or was discovered to have been living with a
member of the opposite sex without marriage. Today, 'SOciety not
only accepts, but oftentimes approves of this more "realistic,"
and "honest" expression of love.
Graduated Scale
A society which has become increasingly more sexually oriented
no longer condemns, but rates on
a graduated scale. The good-evil,
black-white criticisms of the past
are now considered extremities
with a wide band of "gray" separating them. More and more
dependence is being placed on the
circumstances involved.
.
Even the concept of marriage
has taken on new meaning. Where
once the word marriage had that
"happy end" and "desirable" connotation, it has now taken on a
"necessary" or "ultimate end"
meaning. Marriage is no longer
anticipated as it used_ to b~~~~~

"So What's the Difference?"

I
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More and more students across
the nation and on Kansas college
campuses are experimenting with
a new form of marriage designed
to encompa'l!s all of the advantages and to eliminate all of the unnecessary problems and burdens
of the "conventional" marriage.
A practical outlook, and a much
more liberal social opinion in matters concerning sex, has enabled
students to seek a more satisfactory outlet for their social and
sexual frustrations.
One WSU Liberal Arts junior
stated his reasons for experimenting with this new form of "marriage:" "We have enough problems with school without having
to worry about who we're going
out with Friday night, or where.
This way we have each other and
don't have to spend a study night
thinking about sex. It's there
when you want it.'' He added,
however, that he hadn't been "at
it" long, referring to his living
with the girl. His partner rebellio113ly called the whole thing
"groovy" but balked when asked
if her parents knew she was
living with a man.
The above couple is typical of
many male and female students
who live together simply to show
their independence and to take
advantage of the so called "new
morality.'' This is a much overused phrase, and is conveniently
113ed to justify an otherwise unjustifiable excuse for promiscuous
behavior.
Completely Serious
The majority of the students,
however, are taking this new morality in complete seriousness.
They are sincerely trying to discover things about themselves,
life, and the problems they entail. They believe that simply
having premarital sex does not
provide the two persons with the
knowledge about each other needed to prevent future marital difficulties. Students who love each
other and are living together consider themselves to be acting
much more honestly and morally
than if they went out and just
"had sex."
Another reason, and perhaps
the most practical, is that students are afraid to get married.
"If we got married, I'd probably
never finish school," commented
one WSU junior engineering student. "Why should she have to
sacrifice and suffer while I get
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Bus Leaves Johnson Gym

7:15 & 7:45
Returning bus loads on the
west side of the Arena

with

FaraPress®

These traditional plaids have a talent for
looking great with blazers, sweaters, sport
shirts ... almost everything you wear. With
Farah you get the finest in style, fabrics and
permanent press.

·'J.'IfEND SHOPS·.

.
WJ:NliOQL AND ~ mt.L
W~ SIZES 26 TO 36-LENGTH$,27 TO 34:·

p.GO /IND

$~8.59

liEN'S A'f A.D. ~ 6TOBJE$
·.wAIST siZEs. 2s
~LENGTHS~
.

ro

Patronize the Albuquerque Transit System

. . . . _.TO ··~·~Of·

.

ro. a

..~..•:•n•a...................................s~...u...............~....................~--------------------·--------·--..--·--~....------
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Evolution of Christmas

Santa's jovial "Ho, Ho, Ho"
was a long time coming according to D.r. Arnold 'rilden, professor of history.
The pudgy fellow in the r11d
flannel suit did not make the
Yuill sc!'me until 1862 when editorial cartoonist Thomas Nast's
drawing of the jovial one first
appeared in Harper's Weeldy.
Throughout history, Christmas
customs were slow to evolve; the
Christian world did not · commemorate Christ's birth until the
fifth century.
The festive tree was absent
from living rooms until 1605.
"Christians considered it a pagan practice to celebrate birthdays, unless they occurred on the
days a person was born to eternal
life-the day of martyrdom," Dr.
Tilden said. "Actually, it was the
death-day which was celebrated
and most of the Saints' days on
the calendar mark the day on
which they did."
Over the years, the ASU historian has research the history
of Christmas customs. Each year
at this time, he dusts off his notes
and passes along his observations
to students.
"Actually, Christmas is the
youngest of the church holidays,
although it has far outstripped
all others in importance," he
said.
The Western church was eminently practical, he said. When
encountering pagan practices, it
either stamped them out or
adapted the festival rites to the
Christian faith.
In Germany, the church stamped out the practice of eating horse
flesh because of its sacramental
significance to the pagans. In
Italy, it adopted statues portraying Isis and the childgod Horus,
by merely renaming them Mary
and Jesus.
Dr. Tilden pointed out whereevel:' Christians went they enr•

~
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Party Special
Walkers

1.417 COAL AVENUE,

.
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countered festivals during the latter part of December. This was
the time of the winter solstice
when the days finally began to
lengthen; the time when the sungod turned in his path and started
back to the people. This was
Saturnalia, a time for licentiousness, revelry, drunkenness, and
sensual pleasure.
The ancient Romans marked
the day by feasting with friends
and exchanged presents (mostly
wax dolls or tapers). At this time
of the year, Roman shops resembled our own stores.
"Even the slaves were allowed their freedom during the celebration," Dr. Tilden recalled.
"The festival ran from Dec. 17
to Dec. 25 and was followed by
other holidays, one of which
was devoted to children."
In Gaul, December was a special time, too. This was the
:;acred month of the Druids who
met at Rouvres to celebrate
th~ir mysterious sacrifices to the
sun, using mistletoe as a special emblem of holiness and happiness.
"The Germans also celebrated
with special ardor," Dr. Tilden
continued. "This was the period
of Weihnachten (the twelve
nights), marking the re-birth qf
light and love. To honor the occasion, they introduced the use
of the fir-tree as a symbol of
continuous life."
The Anglos celebrated the season in England, stressing Dec.
25 as "modranecht" (mother's
night). A passage in Bede, the
greatest of the Anglo-Saxon
chroniclers reads: ~<The ancient
Anglos began the year on Dec.
25, when we celebrate the birth
of Christ."
The Church was anxious to
distract the attention of its new
converts from these "heathen"
feast days and assimilated them,
clothing them in a new Christian
significance.
"The date of the actual introduction of Christmas is disputDr.
Tilden
remarked.
ed,"
"However, in 354, Latins may
have transferred the hi r t h of
Christ to Dec. 25. Certainly, by
400 A.D., Christmas, as a Christian festival, was established in
the West and was gaining stature in the East."
Dr. Tilden noted attempts by
the church to wipe out the Manichean heresy in the first half of
the fifth century, may have hastened the official adoption of the
date.
The Manicheans believed God
would never demean himself to
become a: man, but only took the
form of man. Therefore, the apparent life and death of Christ
were m e r e delusions. This philosophy was directly antagonistic
to accepted teachings, and in
the hope of destroying the creed,
Christmas was introduced as the
celebration of the actual, human
birth of Christ.
"Thus, Christmas entered the
official r o s t e r of church holy
days, taking on the features of
various nations among which it
was introduced, and a d o p t i n g

I
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. MUNT.

From

$39.95
Plus
10% S~udent
D1scount
You can't beat the Muntz sound-and you certainly can't
beat the Muntz cost. Go out and compare. like us, you'll
choose Muntz 4-track! Muntz car stereos cost as little as
$39.95, and are sold and installed by us.

CAR RADIO SERVICING ALSO

Johnny•s TV & Stereo
Service
Ph; 255-9i74

certain pagan rites from the religions it supplanted," Dr. Tilden
explained.
The Romans gave it the Latin
name "Dies N atalis" (birthday
of God.). To the Italians it became "Tatale" (b i r t h). In
S p a i n, it became "Nadal," in
France "Noel."
The Germans, however, retained their old healthen designation "Weihnachten." In Holland
and in England the day was referred to as "The M a s s of
C h r i st." To us, it's "Christ's
Mass" or Christmas.

q~amJ
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llustratlcn Board
llp-c:r·Tone ·colors ·
Rapidograph Pons
T-Squares- Boa~ds
Drafting Tables

LANGE"LL'S
251 o Central S.lr.

Across From Johnson Gym

Something Old .
Something Now.

Come in and select your Christmas
Cords from our outstanding oll:>ums.
Personal attention given every order.
Our store offers the lorgest selection
of Hallmark Cards in this area,

GRESHAM'S house of Hallmark
3501 Lomas NE

• •

,

FBI Arrests 31
In Draft Scheme
CHICAGO (UPI) - The Federal Bureau of Investigation today announced the arrest of 31
persons allegedly involved in
what was described as a scheme
to obtain illegal draft deferments.
The FBI said those arrested ineluded three full-time employees
of the Illinois National Guard
who allegedly had sold "spurious
documents" to draft-age men for
a period of more than two years,
Hoover said the "spurious documl{nts;' when submitted to local
draft boards, falsely showed the
young men were members of the
National Guard, thus resulting in
illegal deferments.

There is nothing so powerful as an idea wllose hour
has arrived!! Oxidizing (antiquing) is the most beauti·
ful idea our industry has created this generation. Let
us show you the latest from Columbia, Goldfashion,
Goldmaster and premier.

Wrought Iron
and more

P/Juua/~Cf!J-Cf&a

MEXICAN-SPANISH
INTERIOR AccENTS

Gates of Spain

JEWELERS
66og MENAUL Br.vo., N .E.

268-4480

102 Ram11ro N.W.

(Across Mcnaul from Coronado Center)

OLDTOWN

Open Evenings Until9:00 P.M. Except Sat.

IMAGINATIVE
GIFTS; PRlCED
FOR STUDENTS

Popejoy

TATU
STAR FLOWERS
HOLIDAY RICKIE
TICKlE STICKlES
MANY
MISCELLANEOUS
MOBILES

HaU

PERFORMING ARTS FILMS SERIES
Presents
Groucho, Chico, Harpo, Zeppo Marx
Make War 8c Love in Fredonia

.

m

DUCK SOUP
Then Invade A College Campus

.

tn

HORSE FEATHERS
THURSDAY-DECEMBER 19~7:30 P.M.
Adults $2.00-Fac. $U50
Students $1.00
Tel. 277-3121
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At University of Oregon

Hair Styles Cause Dispute
By JOHN ANDERSON
Oregon Emerald
A rule by Acting Univer~ity
P1•esident Charles Johnson that
"hair style should not be a condition of participation on University athletic teams" has placed the
athletic department in a state of
controversy.
Johnson's ruling came Friday
after frosh basketball Coach
Frank Arnold had ordered two
Black members of his team to get
their hair cut or miss Friday's
trip to Vancouver, Wash., for a
game with Clark College,
The matter was referred to
Johnson by the Committee on
Intercollegiate Athletics. Johnson
conferred with representatives
from the athletic department, the
Black Student Union and various
school officials before backing the
athletes.
In a 'Statement of his decision
released Friday Johnson declared
"hair styIe shall not be a condition of participation on athletic
teams at the school."
An athletic department source
said that Arnold had spoken with
his frosh team as a whole, then
had taken auide the two Black
athletes plus three white players
and told them to have their hair
trimmed. Bob Moore and Bill
Drake, the Black athletes, protested on the grounds that their
"natural" cuts met the athletic
department ruling that hair must
be kept neat and clean. Arnold
felt that it didn't meet these specifications and demanded that it
he cut.
According to Johnson, Don
Warfield, director of minority relations, was notified of the matter.
Friday Warfield referred the
situation to J, L. Powell, chairman of the University's Committee on Intercollegiate Athletics,
who in turn notified Johnson.
Johnson, in Portland for a State
Board of Higher Education meeting, told the Emerald Monday
that Powell felt it wasn't a: policy
matter the committee should take
up,
Johnson said he called a meeting for 2 p.m. Friday with five
persons. The participants were
beside himself: Athletic Director
Len Casanova; Assistant Football
Coach Ron Stratten, who serves
as a counselor for Black athletes;
Johnny Holloway, president of the
Black Student Union; Warfield
and Ray Hawk, assiqtant to the
President and director of University relations.
However 15 Black students
showed up for the meeting and it
was moved into the Johnson Hall
conference room, where the group
discussed the issue. Johnson then
asked that a smaller group, composed of Holloway, Hawk and
Stratten, meet :for the decision,
which Johnson reached shortly after hearing all argUments.
Johnson said it was his understanding that the athletic department had followed through
on the recommendation by last
year's Committee on Racism that
all rules for athletes in each sport
be written. He said he understood
that the rules were available to
anyone who wished to see them.
He said the rules were relatively
general and added, "I'm sure they
don't say anything about style
of hair."
He said that there was nothing
said in the meeting about Al:'nold's position.
Arnold did not accompany the
team to Vancouver for the Friday night game. !lis duties were
handled by assistants Jim Dietz
and Nick Jones. Also, Arnold was
not on the bench in McArthur
Court Saturday night during eithel: the freshman or varsity con.,
tests.
An Associated Press release
Monday afternoon said that Casanova would seek elarification of
J ohrison's decision upon his return from Portland Wednesday.
The release quoted Casanova as
saying "In the past, it has been
the p~erogative of each coach

Patronize
lobo Advertizers

yol)r personal service jeweler

BUTTERFIELD

to draw up his own rules,"
But Casanova denied the statement, "I don't know where that
came from," he said. "I do, however, feel that there is more to
be said on this subject, but that
is up to Frank Arnold."

Arnold admitted to demanding
the haircuts, but Monday said: "I
feel that the issue is best left
alone at this time."
Head Basketball Coach Steve
Belko made no comment. "I was
not at the conference," he said.

The most TRUSTED
name in wedding rings
·since 1850 . . .
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300
DIFFERENT STYLES
• 14 Karat yellow gold, white
gold or elegant two·tcne
combinations,

11

• Traditional, plaln, modern,
wide, medium or slim styles.

famous international dishes

B.

• Satin·tonecl, bright cut or
florentine finishes.

(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, German, and others ...)
lunch ll :30·2:30 dinner s:3o-g:30

Authorized

413 Romero St. N .W. 2 blocks N .vV.
of Old Town Plaza
242-4986

A,rtcarved

•

STUDENT
CREDIT
ARRANGED

Jeweler

butte•·~~!~~.RJ

jewele1•s
• OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9

2312 CENTRAL SE opposite Popejoy Hall

LJOJl.tl.
rug-knit-crochet
embroidery-crewel-tapestry

60 yarns-1600 shades
fashionable simplified pattern books
needles-frcmes-buttons-tcpestries
free assistance end lessons
by prcfessionclinstructors

free ojos de dies instruction sheets

true scents in soaps, ccmdles, cersols
springbok puzzles-clever toys-3-m games
candle wcnderland-28 colors, 81aper lengths
unusual foreign end domestic novelties
pesters-black lights-astra lights
peanuts and snoopy ere here toe
chris pastilles and pennsylvanian dutch candles
pcperart tol>leware end party goods

I

Cnatt~,
·~ann~ t9-

CJttt~
Hcffmantown
Center
Wyoming at Mencul

29a-s9:zo

Nob Hill
Center
Central ct Carlisle
268-6366

feathers-wax-marbles
burlap-paint:.-chenille
gold leaf-dip glass-felt
prints-tissue-de coupcge
cntiqulng-becds-styrofcam
slitchercc end sprlngbck kits
professional and student art supplies
croft consultants available
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At Last
The First Annual Albuquerque
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4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
690l,lomas N.E. 268-6848

UNM cross country and track
coach Hugh Hackett displayed his
affluence on the handball courts
last week, as he won the Albuquerque Masters Handball tournament held at the downtown
YMCA.
Coach Hackett defeated Dr.
Robert Brooks 21-13 and 21-10 in
Saturday's finals to claim the title. He went undefeated in the
three-bracket tourney that boasted of the city's best handball
players as contestants.
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2 Pieces of Crisp Plump Chicken
Golden Brown French Fries & Toast

ONLY49c

Sound By McQUEN

Eat in our large dining room or: take it home

ALL SEATS RESERVED Call 2'68-2497 For Ticket Info 24 hrs. a Day

We'll Have Your Or~er Ready-Call 242-7340

$2.75 .. 3.75 . 4.75 . 5.75

.
Don't Forget
_Every Sat. & Sun. Hamburgers 15¢:or 10 for $1.25

2400 Central 51: Across From Campus

Tickets ) . . vailable .i\.t F. . iedlings, Record Rendezvous, and at The Door
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LIGUOB.
SHAlL KEVER

TOUCH MINE!
Unusual Christmas Gifts
For Unulual
Roommates and Relatives
Imports From Persia, Africa, India
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HEIGHT
COLOR HAIR

COLOR EYES·-·-~
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2218 Central S.E.
P.hone .50.5- 242-2018

MOVING?
Are you tired of apartment living?
Are you tired of cooking your own meals?
Do you think you're spend~ng too much money
for living costs?
The solution: THE COLLEGE INN
303 Ash St.• NE
Albuquerque
Besides having the solution to the above problems, THE COLLEGE INN also provides the
following:

i 1

PICCADILLY LIGHT SHOW

. '

NUMBER

• We'll send you a youth fare
card. It's good for 1/3 off on the
regular air-fare. On any flight.
On any day. In the U.S. And
always with confirmed reservations.
By the way, our I. D. card is
accepted by most other airlines..
And it's valid for one year. So
you can use it all over the
country.
·
You can get your youth fare
card just by filling in the one
above. And mailing it to P. 0.
Box 60188, Houston, Tex. 77060.
(Or you can pick up an applicationatany'ITA ticket counter.)
One other thing. Don't forget
the $3. It's worth a 1/3 off.

1.1~11

Coach Hackett
Ball Champion

.. \

Extra Added Attraction
With Their No. I Record "Lo Mucha Que Te Quiero" "Angelita"
Total Involvement

1\~-,----------~·-,.,-~~-·''-"' "'-"--""'""'-'
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COUNTRY BARN

RENE & RENE
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biggest naiPe
in Hot Dogs!

"The Battle Is Over"
And· Introducing

I
\

(

(~~~

ics.
Gail worked last summer ag a .
Vista Volunteer in the eight northern Indian Pueblos outside of
Santa Fe. Gail describes her summer as "quite an experience." "I
- . - · lived in a culture distinctly different from my own life. I learned
to love the slow, quiet pace of life
and cordiality of the people. I
would like to continue to work
like this after graduation," she
said.
~~=~ii~~~~~!ll clude
Gail's activities in Loboland inPi Beta Phi l!orority, Spurs,
and working as a tutor for National Student Association
(NSA). This year she finds time
for tutoring French.
Miss Bandoni gets a kick out
of doing anything creative, and
especially enjoys anything to do
with art.
A fine conversationalist, Gail
likes to get into discussions with
people about politics, religion, or
any controversial topic.
Some people say that sports
Thou dost wish for
guys are controversial topics.
gold and I desire thy
freedom from it.

\

"On The Road Again" "Goin' Up Country''
Also From Albuquerque

I :r

l

Pictured by the fountain of the
new Bus in e s s Administration
building is Gail Bandoni, a sophomore from Albuquerque majoring
in sociology and home econom-

lf

(

Joe Namath, playboy quarterback
for the New York Jets, is
.
opening a string of re3taurant1 night elubs in Florida. The clubs
carry the predictable title
i'j will
"Broadway Joe's.''

Meet The Chaparrals

"Keep On Running" "Give Me Some Loving"

I

,II'·

&

Spencer 'Davis (jruup

c/

l/3 OFF

,l·,i

"Midnight Confessions" "Bella Linda"
Direct From England

<.

'

,'l-

'

THE GRASS ROOTS

~/tree

l

~/

., .

.

·--~.

YOU SEND US
$3 .
WE'LL SEND YOU

I

"Born to be Wild" "Magic Carpet Ride"
Featuring

.

Girls Gymnasts
To Hold Clinic;
Two Teams Vie

Director of the 1968 Olympic
, Women's Gymnastic trials, Bud
Marquette, assisted by Wendy
Cluff and Cathy Rigby, members
of the Olympic team, will conduct
a clinic Dec, 21 at UNM.
The clinic will be in the form of
a lecture-demonstration. It will
be held from 9:30 a.m. to 11 a.m.
The meet is co-sponsored by the
-1 UNM Women's Gymnastie team
; and the Heights Gymnastic team •
! In the afternoon a triangle meet
i between the SCATS, a nationally
famous team from California, the
Southwest Girls Elite Gymnastic
team and the Height's Gymnastic
team will be held.
The meet will begin at 2 p.m. in
Johnllon Gym.
There is a dollar admission
charged for both the clinic and
the meet or $1.50 if one attends
both.

EnlWay inrk lfl'tsttuul
December 27 at Tingley Coliseum in the State fair
One Night Only
Starring
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1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
1T.
12.
. 13.

Weekly maid service
Heated swimming pool open year-round
Underground parking for a II residents
Excellent food with full seconds (and a continental breakfast for late sleepers)
Walking distance from UNM (five minutes from Mitchell Hall)
Freedom and privacy; no hours
Recreation rooms, color TV lounges, and study lounges
Co-educational
Vending machines and laundry facilities
Hair dryers for the ladies; barber shop for the men
Completely air-conditioned buildings
Wall-to-wall carpeting in.every room
COllEGE INN dqnces, partiEtS1 and social activities

Rates are as low as

$5.00

a day for room and board. Why not come over and look

around. Check the menu and remember there are free seconds every meal except Saturday hight, and a continental breakfast for the late sleepers. Come try The College Inn!
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Lobos Defeat: St. Mary's Gaels;
San Francisco Next Opponent
lead the sluggish UNM attack.
Gibson had 15, while Sanford followed with 14, Long had 13 and
Howard lmd 10, Coach Bob King
used every player he suited up
and everyone showed hill a.pprecia tion by scoring at least a point.
St. Mary's, despite its l'eliglous
namesake, never had a prayer as
it dropped behind at the start and
played catch-up the rest of the
way.
The Gaels (the what?) were
led by 6-6 forward Rich Holmberg's 13 points.
UNM Leads Easy
UNM took its earliest advantage with 11:42 left in the first
half and built up a 22-8 bulge.
UNM's Mutt'n'Jeff duo of Gibson
and Long set up the 22nd point on
a beautiful pass and shoot play.
Gibson took the ball from a stunned Gael and dribbled down court
-zigzagging through the defense.
He zoomed one of his patented
FOR SALlil
passes while looking the other
1963 FORD E<:onollne Window Ytm. good
condjtion. good potential camper, caD
way to Long all alone under the
265·8069.
basket. Willie easily sank the
RECO:RDS new stereo, $2 ea. caJ:tr:idge
push shot and UNM was on its
tape piny~ w/~peakerB, 8-track, new
$40. Tapes new. Ladies aize 10 brown
way.
bll>Zer. Laclies size 9 blue trench coat
The Lobos slowly widened their
w/zip in lining. Men's White Stag green
lead and took a 46-25 lead at inski js.cket aize 38. Ben'tllll Swiss W1Lteh
$10. Instamatie Camera. 842-SOiifi.
termission.
SONY PORTABLE stereo tape recorder
St. Mary Improved
TC200, Best OIIer. 842·5342.
The
second
half belonged to St.
WOODEN YOU? Hand carved bo:><es,
Teakwood trays, Ebony letter openerB
Mary's as the Lobos opened play
!Uld chess sets, wild wOoden chests. Bo
by being just plain sloppy. They
Tree. 2218 Central S.E.
lost
the ball three straight times
OLD ROLL-TOP DESK, good condition,
before ever getting off a shot.
$110, Bo Tree, 2218 Central S.E.
242-2018.
They also had 1'1 of their turn:HAND-TOOLED wide leather 'vatch bands,
overs in the final 20 minutes.
wide leather belts with big brass buck•
The Lobos take a well deserved
]es. The Bo Tree, 2218 Central S.E.
three
day rest from outside comPERSONALS
petition.
But on Friday, the fourliELP ! Albuquerque Job Corps Women
need reading material. Old magazines,
th annual Lobo Invitational tourbooks, ete., should be left in the Lobo
nament gets underway. UNM will
office, Or call Jan 277-4202, 1·3 Mon.host San Francisco University,
Thurs.
and eastern schools Temple and
NOTICE COEDS Girl, 19, wants to
share your npartment and expenses,
Fordham. The Lobos will meet
ncar UNM campus. Ple!llle call 298-8806.
San Francisco in their first game
WOULD you believe ••• SCUBA DIVING
and if they win, they'll meet the
durinl! ChristmM vacation at Las Yeg!lll,
Nevada? Call: Seth, 842-8014; last
winner of the Temple-Fordham
By MIKE PERRY

Sports Editor
UNM came off a Monday night
defeat to Colorado and took a
sloppy 77-55 win over St. Ma1-y's
College of California in a snowswept Tuesday evening at University Arena.
The Lobos, who are still ranked number five, and six according to the natio11's 'wire polls,
took the lead from the start and
was never challenged for the
win.
But UNM never had it easy as
the Lobos were hampered by
sluggish ball handling and 25
turnovers--a season high.
Four Score Double
Petie Gibson, Ron Sanford, Ron
Becker, and Greg Howard had
double figured scoring efforts to

game in Saturday's finals. Game
times are 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. for
the Friday and Saturday games.
Plenty of tickets are left but fans
are urged to purchase their's now.
Then on the :following Monday
(Dec. 23) UNM journeys down
to El Paso to meet coach Don
Haskins' UTEP Miners. Every.
one knows that's going to be a
whale of a ball game, UNM barely defeated the Miners 65-61 last
Saturday in the Arena and the
Miners will be out to get even.

NEW

BIG MAC IS HERE!

,~'@McDonald's Corp. 1966

•

LOMAS AT SAN PEDRO -MENAUL AT SAN PEDRO
5324 4TH ST. N.W.

McDonald's®

EX lCD
Vol. 72
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is~, kind ot plac~:
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Sony Claus is

'__ I

coDling to

Now you can tape and play your
own S-track stereo cartridges for
the price of the cartridge alone.
Tap~ anything from music to school
lectures and play them at home or
only 129.95

'•

chance Dec. lll.
l HAYE a ring !or her finger, a ribbon iot

her h:Ur, or a- JtrO.ovie ChrtstmDS goodie..

Sign of the Pnmpered Maiden, 2987
Monte Vista NE on the Triangle).
GIVE your folks l!:J'J:ADERS DIGEST ior
Christmns. It's cheap-only $1.\!9 n. year
--& every month they will remember your
Doeember kindneas. Go by the American
Bank of Commerce in the SUD.
MISCI>'LLANEOUS
FOR YOUR Christmas grooming try the
Coll<l!'e Inn Ilnrbersbop. 303 Aoh N.E.
2<12-oooa.

FOR RENT
WANTED, coed w share my la:ge ]wmry
2 bd. rm. npt. $65 mo. inclUding utilitics. Privacy and your own refrigerator.
Walking distance to UNM. 842-9277.
SERVICES

lobo Boxscore

fg:
ST, MARY'S
1
Dave Presnell
4
:Harold Bnnton
B
Rich Holmberg
Gal'Y Chamberlain 2
1
Tom Clen>ents
0
Louin Manson
1
Chri:J Drornl<
3
Mike .rohnson
2
Jack BeDin.llel'
2
Jim Clror

Totab

NEW MEX!CO fg
G
Petie Gibson
Steve Shropshire 3
Eon Be<!kcr

TYPING-Term Papez:s, theses, ete. 268-

8908. 500 Kentucky, S.E.
MIMEOGRAPHING-all kinds - reportsprograms - letters - CliRISTMAS LETTERS - notices of mectlugs - lessons.
Prompt-efficient-reasonable. Call 2.56'1373.
ROOM &: BOA:RD
UNM: STUDENTS-PARK WIT1I usModern =modntions with" 1:1r.:e parking lot. 248-2881.
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Greg Howard
Willie Lang
Len Lot>ez
X:en Otteni
Ron Sanford
George :Mae!!

Terry SchnafBma

z

4
5
2

1
6
0
1

l
Da"'e C!Jlver
80
Totals
ST. MARY'S
NEW MEXICO
Att=dance--11,-125

ft·a

pl

0·3

4
4
1
5

1

2-2

7-14

2·2
0-0
0-0
2-l!

1
3

3

0-1

1-(

2

0
15-31 24
1-3

!t-a
5-8

O·l
1-1
2-2

3-6
G-0

1-2
2-6

2-2
0-0
0.0

pf
0
1
4
4
1
4
1
3
0
1
3

tp

4

g

13

tt11 central se albuquerque

6
4
0

Music Gifts
for all
from $1.00

Near the University
3011 MONTE VISTA NE
(at the Triangle)
255-1695

4
4
6
5

56

pt
16

6
10

13

4
11
14
2
2
2

77
17-29 24
25
3~·
31-77
46
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''Where· the Action Is"
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NUMBER ONE RHYTHM & BLUES ·J
CLUB 'WEST Of· THE MISSISSIPPI
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There once was a lady named Mitzi,
Engaged to a Frit:z: from Poughkeepsie.
But she bade him goodbye
When his Schlitz had run dry.
Said Mitzi: "No Schlit:z:ie1 No Fritzie."

!;

BoaL

Asks Dr.

Dr. Robert Stone, dean of the
UNM Medical School, was called
on to resign by Don Heavener, a
;Bernalillo County Medical Center
(BCMC) board trustee.
Heavener called for the resig~
nation of Stone, the hospital's
board chairman, and the medical
director. Heavener charged that
the three were involved in a "conspiracy" to take over administrative control of the Bernalillo
County Medical Center.
Stone said in an Albuquerque
Journal
article, "lf there has been
Students returned to classes today following the Christmas bnak. a conspiracy,
I feel I've been left
This is the last week of classes before closed week. Then-the doom of
out."
finals falls upon us.

Three Now On Probation

Heady Lifts Student Suspensions
The suspension of the imposition of sentence against three
UNM students for disrupting a
Naval Reserve Officers Training
Corps (NROTC) class was announced Dec. 26 by UNM President Ferrel Heady.
His decision to revoke the suspension o£ the three, Allen Cooper,
Manuel Wright, and Larry Russell, for the remainder of the academic year, was based on the following considerations; the written record of the Student Stanards Committee hearing, the
committee's written opinion, and
oral or written arguments made
by the parties or their representatives at a Dec. 21 hearing to appeal their cases.

havior that he is unwilling in the
future to abide by valid University regulations.
"The guilt of the students on
the charges filed is clear" based
on both testimony at the Student
Standards Committee hearing and
by admission of guilt by the three
students and their representatives,
said Heady.
He also said there is no question that due process was carried
out both when Vice President for
Student Affairs, Harold Lavender
originally suspended the three, or
after the case was referred to the
Student Standards Committee :for
its consideration and they too
recommend suspension for the
remainder o£ the academic year.
"The only important question
raised in the review on appeal
has been the appropriateness of
the sanction imposed," Heady
said.
"The real importance of this
case is that this is the first incidence of violation of the Regents
statement on "Rights and Responsibilities" (adopted in October,
1965). Nobody really questions
the appropriateness of the policy,"
said the UNM president.
"We have a good policy; we intend to enforce it,'' he added.
Heady said he "categorically
rejects" the idea that the Oct. 22
incident at Zimetwan Field openend up new channels of communication which were not available
at that time. "The record of this

Nixon Names Lodge
As Paris Negotiator

. ENTERTAINMENT NiGHTLY. I
Did U
\J CAN CUM 2 ·
I-1

lt:AJ 14~

I

I

I

know-that
LEO'S
LA ROC, and .listen to the Romantic,
Enchc;nting,. Invigorating music of the
lOUIEWICKHAM TRIO -every evening
from 5 p.m. to8 p.m., at the Afternoon
Club o o --~ • • & U know whqt? 'Your
Regular Bar Drink is only 25<: for Ladies.
.And· •••• 65--o:t. PitcherofBeer-97¢.
C o·M E· SEE Us 1

Returning Students

Heady said the most persuasive
argument for lifting the suspensions was statements either orally
or in writing by the three students that they "now regard their
participation as ill-advised and
improper," and that they intend
to conform to university policy in
the future.
In a released statement Heady
said, "The sanction of suspension
to June 1969 is modified in each
instance by a stay of execution of
the suspension, with the stay of
execution to be lifted and the suspension to become operative if at
any time during the suspension
period the student concerned, in
the judgement of the President,
indicated by his subsequent be-

1)

.

·stee
Stone
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Want Ads
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NEW YORK (UPI) - Presi·
dent-elect Richard M. Nixon Sunday nnmed Henry Cabot Lodge, a
hal'dliner on the Viet Nam war
who directed America's efforts
in Saigon for more than three
years, as his chief negotiator at
the Paris Peace talks.
Lodge's long experience as a
diplomat, both in Saigon tmd at
the United Nations, gives him, in
Nixon's view, "the finest and
most pertinent qualities of expcrience11 for the delicate task of
negotiating an end to the conflict.
"And he enjoys my full confidence,'' Nixon said of the man
who ran as his ·vice presidential
running mate in the unsuccessful
1960 presidential campaign.
At the Eante time, the prcoi •

university in this respect is an
enviable one and needs no apology," he said.
.
He did not :feel the charge that
the three students were "unfairly
singled out" to be punished had
much bearing on his final decision
because whenever a person is
identified as having committed an
offense, he is punished while
othe1·s not identified may go free.
Heady further pointed out that
"the opportunity has been and
eontinues to be available for any
member or members of the university community to prefer
charges, and offer evidence to support them, against other participants in the Zimmerman Field
incident."
A statement by Lavender saying that knowing the three students as well as he does, he be-

dent-elect named the negotiating
team that will wor!{ with Lodge
and take over :from w. Averell
Harriman and Cyrus R. Vance on
Jan. 20. It is a mixture of professional diplomats and experienced negotiators.
Nixon Names Deputy
Named as Lodge's deputy was
Lawrence El. Walsh, 57, a lawyer
with little diplomatic experience
who won the respect o£ Secretary
of State-Designate William P.
Rogers when he served as deputy
U.S. attorney general to Rogers,
who was attorney genet·al in the
:Eisenhower administration.
Also detailed to work with the
two top negotiators was Marshall
Green, the U.S. ambassador to
Indonesia who has worked off and
(Continu~d on page 3)

lieves they would all respond to
leniency with subsequent responsible behavior also influenced his
decision said Heady.
Heady's closing remarks in the
lengthy statement were: "It is my
hope and expectation that, regretable though the incident may be
Utat has led to these prOc<'.edinn:s.
we may make use of this experience to strengthen rather than
weaken the commitment o£ this
university to freedom o£ inquiry
and expression of opinion, within
the framework of order and reason that is the hallmark of an
institution of higher learning.''
He said questions raised by the
three students regal'ding the
legitimacy of ROTC on campus
are "legitimate issues and there
are ways to have them brought
up and considered."

In the aame article, Heavener
said, "Dean Stone's resignation
should be offered to the Univer·
sity because of his involvement
in board and administration matters o£ this hospital.''
Heavener's statement followed
the announcement of the resigna·
tion of administrator James L.
LaCombe.
Board chairman Don Woodward said in the article, "I particularly resent the charges
against Dr. :Brogdon (the medical
school's representative to the
board of directors) and Dr.
Stone, which are not' justified by
any evidence.''
In the article, County Commis·
sioner Charles W. Williams said
that Heavener's statements "point
out a very serious communications
gap between the county commis·
sion, board of trustees and the
medical school--more pointedly
between the board of trustees and
the medical school.''

Sibling Rivalry
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (UPI)Call it sibling rivalry, or the impol'tance of the auto as a status
symbol in the affluent society.
Call it what you like, Bill Keaton is in the hospital with a compnu.nd l"~ £rnel:ura.

:Bill, 19, and his sister, Joyce,
20, were squabbling over whos~

turn it was to use the family car
Sunday.
Joyce dashed out of the house,
jumped into the car and began
backing it down the driveway.
Bill, apparently attempting an
interception, ran in pursuit and
leaped on the hood of the auto.
Joyce slammed on the brakes
and Bill slid from the hood.
His leg slipped under a front
wheel.

Lobo Food Price Survey
Shows Stamps l:xpensive
By GRANT HARVEY

News Editor
A survey by The Lobo Dec. 26,

indicated that trading stamps
and games do cost more, and students buying their own groceries
can expect to pay up to 10 per
cent more £or these extras.
A list of 34 of the more common purchases were ·Priced in
five stores and the totals were
compared. The purchases at a
Foodway store cost $15.51 while
at one Piggly Wiggly store they
cost $11!.62.
The Foodway and Piggly Wiggly s t ores have engaged for
monthS in an expensive advertising battle that leaves the average shopper with no idea about
which store offers lower prkes.
The surve~· showed that these
chains were more expensive than
K~Mart, which does considerably
less advertising;
No Stamps Given
· K-Mart, like Foodway, does not
give stamps. Piggly Wiggly and
Safeway $tores do.
The Lobo surveyed the Sa:feway
store on Central near UNM and
the Foodway on south Yale. Both
of the stores are frequented by
the many students who live in
the area south o£ Central.
The surveying of the Piggly
Wiggly store on Lomas near San
M a t e o and the one on south
Broad'\v~y v;ar; dona to Ctctcrmino

two t h in g s: Do chain stores
charge slightly more in a lower
income district. And, is Piggly
Wiggly as cheap in comparison
to non-stamp stores as it says it
is?
The answer to both questions
is no.
Notieeable in Fall
When UNM students returned
to school this fall they found the
radio and t e 1 e vi s i on stations
saturating air ways with a "sOck
it away" j i n g 1e sponsored by
Foodway-.
Foodway told The Lobo that
they had 1 ow e r i!rices than
"stamp- giving, game- playing"
foodstores because of the cost of
such gimmicks to the customer.
Customers were also told Foodway prices were considerably lower because Foodway didn't waste
a lot o£ money advertising in local
newspapers.
The fact that Foodway commercials sometimes seemed to run
about every ten minutes on broadcasting media didn't enter into
its persuasive argument.
Piggly Wiggly seemed to champion the cause of the stamp-giving stores as they came back to
hit ''certain stores that say
stamps eost you more.' 1
Piggly Wiggly ran television
ads showi11g "just some of hundreds of items that are priced as
lO'\'"l or lo\vcr than in no.n:stamp

stores." These ads were designed
to convince customers that stamps
and games were just bonuses for
shopping there.
Get a Free Bag
A later Foodway television commercial advises shoppers to go to
stamp-giving stores with an emP·
ty Foodway grocery bag and ask
£or a large quantity of the trading stamps that were touted as
bonuses not costing shoppers a
penny.
'!'his advertising battle between
these two :foodstores leaves customers without any informatio11
on actual prices because the ads
are devoted to cutting the image
o£ the other store. So much time
is spent on the stamp vs. nostamps issue that little or none
o£ the radio and television time
mentioned actual :Prices on grocery products.
'!'he results of The Lobo's survey, though not 100 per cent conclusive, show interesting patterns.
The most expensive store, Piggly
Wiggly, offers stamps and participates in the heavy commercial
fight with Foodway. Next most
expensive is Safeway, a stampgiving store. Third is Foodway,
no stamps given but heavy advertising is carried out against
stamp-giving stores.
K•Mart Cheapest
The cheapest place to buy gro(Ccntinued on page 2)
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